Pattern Geo-shawl
Because you never (ever!) have enough shawls and because I can’t go without one even in summer, I
made this pattern for a thin knitted shawl using ‘Yarn & Colors Epic’ . It’s a pleasure to wear this cotton
material and it’s a perfect shawl to spice up a basic dress. You can make the shawl as long or short as
you wish and of course the colors are your personal pick. Yarn & Colors’ huge color scheme provides
almost limitless possibilities! Have fun knitting and wearing your geo-shawl!
This pattern is designed by Manon Zwerver, Petit-Petite. The pattern and the photographs are property of the
designer and are for personal use only. Copying or using (parts of) the pattern is not allowed

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 balls of Yarn & Colors ‘Epic’ Old Pink (col nr 047)
2 balls of Yarn & Colors ‘Epic’ Riverside (col nr 071)
1 ball of Yarn & Colors ‘Epic’ Mustard (col nr 015)
1 ball of Yarn & Colors ‘Epic’ Ecru (col nr 003)
1 ball of Yarn & Colors ‘Epic’ Clay (col nr 005)
Knitting needles 6
Darning needle
Stitchmarkers

Let’s do it:
Cast on 15 stitches with Old Pink and knit approximately 50 needles or 30 cm in Old Pink (knit stitch).
Next, we are going to change color diagonally.
Knit the first stitch, on the right side of your work, in Ecru (image 1), twist the two yarn threads at the
back of your work to avoid holes (images 2 and 3) and knit the remaining stitches in Old Pink (image 4).
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Now continue knitting on the wrong side of your work. When you reach the next to last stitch in Old
Pink (image 5), twist the yarn threads again (image 6) and knit your next to last stitch in Ecru (image 7).
Knit the last stitch in Ecru as well. Now you have got two stitches in Ecru and all others in Old Pink (image
8).
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Make sure to knit one more stitch in the new color for every needle. Continue doing
this on both sides of your work (right and wrong) until all stitches have been knit in
Ecru. Don’t forget to twist the yarn threads at the wrong side of your work.
Knit approximately 50 needles or 30 cm in Ecru.
Change to the next color, make sure to do this by making the first color change
in the last stitch of your work. That means you knit the last stitch on the right side
of your work in Riverside. By doing this, the diagonal line will go in the opposite
direction. Again, twist the yarn threads at the back of your work to get a neat
change. Continue until all stitches have been knit in Riverside.
Knit 24 needles or approximately 15 cm in Riverside.
Make a color change on the right side of your work, in a straight line this time, to
Clay and knit 6 needles or 3 cm.
Repeat knitting straight stripes of 6 needles or 3 cm by changing to Riverside, then
back to Clay and one more color change back to Riverside. You have created two
stripes of Clay.
Knit 24 needles or 15 cm of Riverside and then change to Mustard.
Knit approximately 50 needles or 30 cm in Mustard.
Make a diagonal color change again, but this time to Ecru. Start with the first
stitch on the right side of your work in Ecru and knit a diagonal line as before.
After changing from Mustard to Ecru make sure to make the next color change
to Old Pink immediately this time. In this way you will get a diagonal stripe of Ecru
in your work.
Knit approximately 50 needles or 30 cm in Old Pink.
Change to Mustard on the right side of your work in a straight line.
Knit approximately 20 needles or 10 cm in Mustard and change to Clay in a straight line on the right
side of your work.
Knit approximately 50 needles or 30 cm in Clay.
Now we will make a diagonal color change to Riverside again. Start with the first stitch on the front of
your work in Riverside and knit a diagonal line as before.
Knit approximately 50 needles or 30 cm in Riverside.
Finish with two stripes. First change to Ecru on the right side of your work and knit 10 needles or 5 cm
and then make the final switch to Mustard. Like before, knit 10 needles or 5 cm.
Cast off your work.
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One side of your shawl is finished! If you did well your work should look like this:

Now it is time to knit the other side of your shawl. The pattern is the same, but do a mirror image this
time. This means the diagonals will be in the opposite direction! Like this:

It is important to count your rows very carefully to be sure to knit an equal amount of needles in one
color. Use stitch markers to help you. By doing so you can make sure the color changes will match
perfectly when sewing both sides of your shawl together later on.
After finishing both sides it is time to loosely sew them together (after blocking them if you like). I
didn’t weave in the ends because all loose ends will be hidden inside the shawl anyway (so you won’t
see them), but feel free to weave in any loose ends if you wish of course.

For sewing the sides together I used the ‘matrass stitch’, which is invisible on the outside. There are
some nice and clear instruction videos on YouTube, but I will try to explain how it works below with
pictures.
Thread the yarn end of your remaining ball of Clay yarn through your darning needle. Don’t cut the
yarn, but leave it attached to the yarn ball. Tie the yarn thread on the right side of your work to the
horizontal stitch you see when pulling your knitting a bit (image 1). Repeat on the other side of your
shawl (image 2). Work from right to left (image 3) and pull the yarn thread through bit by bit (image 4).
Both sides of your work will be pulled together by an invisible seam so you won’t see the Clay yarn
thread anymore.
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Make sure the color changes match neatly while sewing. If you do so it will look like this :

When one side of your shawl is sewed together you can close the other side.
Cut the Clay yarn thread, but leave enough length to sew the short sides together.
Sew the bottom and the top together, weave in the ends et voilà!
Have fun wearing your Geo-shawl!
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